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Book Descriptions:

Dan Poynter S Self-Publishing Manual

The 13digit and 10digit formats both work. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again. This is
not the stuff of theory, it is the product of hardearned experience. Then you can start reading Kindle
books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device required. In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. No
Agent No Problem!In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Please try again later. This is why I picked up his SelfPublishing Manual, which has
had several editions and numerous updates. First, an overview. The book is laid out nicely and is
extremely easy to read. It brings you through the process from conceiving of a book idea all the way
up through production and distribution. Lots of imagery and examples are packed in here along with
some quotes for good measure. That, of course, is a load of garbage. Marketing fiction has some
major differences from marketing nonfiction. Fortunately, Poynter indicates up front that he is not
an expert in the fiction market, which I appreciate. Being a fiction author myself, I will review this
book mainly from that point of view. The recommendations Poynter uses for researching and writing
a book are pretty much geared toward nonfiction. There are a few items that may be of interest to a
fiction author, but this is an area to skim. If you are a nonfiction author, this will probably work
great for you as Poynter is obviously very organized and
thorough.http://www.cascinaescuelita.it/userfiles/car-slips-out-of-gear-while-driving-manual.xml
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One technique any author can try, fiction or nonfiction, is to send query letters to agents and
publishers, just to see if anyone thinks the book is viable. This is good, even if you plan to selfpublish
as their feedback could be quite valuable. Who knows, someone may end up offering you a huge
advance that you didnt expect. Book production is a good section for any author to read who is
planning on having an actual printed book. It gets highly technical but is good for you to know. Keep
in mind, this edition is a few years old and was really written before the rise of print on demand its
getting less and less taboo, especially since some large publishers are planning on utilizing it in the
wake of the eBook boom. He makes the assumption that you are going to have your own print runs,
which you may do, but it will be costly. If you use a service like CreateSpace, even if you have your
own publishing company, a lot of this is taken care of for you with an easytouse interface. Again, it is
still probably a good idea for you to understand how the technical side works, just so you can
understand industry standards and insure that your book looks and feels like a traditionally
published book. The marketing section is great for a nonfiction author but is only worth a skim for a
fiction author. There are some marketing techniques that carry for all authors, but remember this
book is specifically for nonfiction authors. Many of the techniques to rope media coverage are based
off of expertise, which will not have the bearing on media for a fiction book as it does for nonfiction.
Readers of fiction, at least in what I have read and seen, dont care what youre an expert in. Matter
of fact, Poynter indicates that it is, for the most part, easier to market nonfiction than fiction ugh,
too bad hes right about that. The section on reviews is quite thorough also. Again, there is some
material specific to nonfiction but reviews are important for fiction
also.http://atol-res.pl/uploads/car-starter-installation-manual.xml
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Matter of fact, empirical research has been done on the effects of reviews on book sales and it does
indeed have a huge impact. There is quite the extensive list of reviewers in here so have a look. Like
any other book related to marketing or publishing, take opinions with a grain of salt. There are some
points in here that I dont necessarily agree with but others that I do. Actually, he specifically
mentions avoiding paid reviews. In the last couple of years, paid reviews have been on the rise,
especially since some of the big reviewers now charge money for their reviews like Kirkus Reviews
and Publishers Weekly. The biggest downfall of this book is simply that it needs another update.
With the rapid changes in the industry, some of the viewpoints are a little old fashioned. Youll
probably be able to tell what those are. An example is distribution and booksellers. First, there are
book selling chains listed that are not in existence anymore. Though Poynter does not overly harp on
the importance of bookstores even in 2007 he recognized the downfalls of brick and mortar
bookstores, there is still a lot of information on getting into them, information you can probably skim
if you are a fiction author. Another issue here is one that is in most nonfiction. The viewpoint is
skewed to what the author is trying to defend or is the main subject of the writing. Thats fine, just
make sure you allow yourself to look at multiple viewpoints. A specific example is his opinion of the
traditional publisher. Obviously, hes an expert in selfpublishing so thats going to be his forte. There
are ups and downs to each type of publishing and that includes traditional but there are plenty of
people who have made a good living in the traditional world, as well as in the selfpublishing world so
dont feel bad if you end up garnering the interest of a traditional publisher and going that route. Do
what works for you, considering the argument over of traditional publishing vs.

There are supposedly some updates in the I havent reviewed it yet but I will and let you know.
Regardless, this one still needs an update. Conclusion This book is worth picking up if you are
selfpublished or are considering your publishing options, regardless of your genre and regardless of
whether you are a fiction or nonfiction author. A nonfiction author will get more out of it but a fiction
author will get a lot too. It gives you a look into the publishing world and provides some inside



information that may help you in your decision. There is a ton of information and lots of examples
you can use and its reasonably priced.Become an insider to the humor and private life of the writers
encounters and adventures home and abroad; a selection from over 100 letters written in six years.
Finding critical and extremely important information that was not even within my personal
knowledge has been very helpful. Besides learning from this book, it helped me to employ very savvy
publishing suggestions that improved my manuscript before I submitted it into the publishers hands.
It headed off my having to kick myself because of not knowing enough about my existing blind spots
which we all have. There is nothing as good as learning from the authoritative experience of a pro
like Dan Poynter. It is said we can not live life over again. But letting Dan pour his experience into
our wanttobe life of an author is in my mind better than living life over. I started with his books
loaned from the public library. I tried to hand copy umpteem notes from his book. There is too much
important information to capture by hand. You should be able to find my nonfiction book on Amazon
sometime in November 2012Its now November 5th, 2009, and my first book came out last month.
Dan Poynters SelfPublishing Manual was my primary guide through the entire process. Thanks to
this book, I never felt lost. I was able to map out a plan and create a calendar of what to do and
when.

http://eco-region31.ru/700d-manual

Here I found my printer, my proofreader, my publicist and my cover designer. So why only four
stars. The list of distributors in the appendix was woefully inadequate. Many of them didnt work with
selfpublishers. Others had expensive deals that took advantage of selfpublishers. Fortunately, I went
with a distributor referred by my publicist. But even that distributor was expensive and continues to
be so after the books release. Im disappointed that Dan Poynter fails to warn of the high costs of
distribution and the limited number of distributors willing to work with selfpublished authors.
Another weakness of this book is that it overhypes selfpublishing. Now, thousands of dollars later, I
wonder if Ive recklessly risked my lifesavings when a little perserverance might have gotten a
publisher to take that risk for me. Only time will tell. Nonetheless, I recommend this book to anyone
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willing to risk their money by selfpublishing. This will get you through the process. Youll just have to
get creative and lucky in searching for a distributor.It would be even better if there was a United
Kingdom edition, or supplementary chapter to explain the diffences between self publishing in UK to
USA ie how the the uk market differs, terminology, and typical pricing. Nevertheless, these
differences are minor compared to the very valuable information youll find here. Self publishing is,
like most businesses, incredibly hard for most people, espcially authors who are often more creative
than businessminded. This book wont change your genetic make up, but if your savy enought to win
in the publishing world, then this is ideal. Usually a successful business person would keep such
hardwon knowlege to himself. This guy takes great pleasure in sharing his. Every page shines with a
genuine desire to patiently teach anyone with the good sense to listen.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote.

Please try again There are sections which are worth reading, of course, but I do wish a man of such
deep experince as Dan Poynter would update this manual.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Dan Poynter knows what he is
talking about evidently. He writes as an expert.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again.
The 13digit and 10digit formats both work. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again. Used
GoodTight binding and crease free spine. Minimal wear to cover and corners. Ships directly from
Amazon. Eligible for free shipping and Amazon Prime plus a hassle free return policy mean your
satisfaction is guaranteed!Something we hope youll especially enjoy FBA items qualify for FREE
Shipping and Amazon Prime. Learn more about the program. The SelfPublishing Manual, Volume 2,
the sequel to the best selling Self Publishing Manual describes how to use new techniques to write
your book even faster, use new technology to publish it for less, and how to use social media for
promotion. Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no



Kindle device required. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut
key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1
of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the
next or previous heading. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we
don’t use a simple average. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Andy Zach 4.0 out of 5 stars Every page is packed with information. Not a word is wasted. This has
been my Bible in my self publishing journey. I downloaded his cover design template and used it. I
followed his task plan.

I researched print on demand printers as he recommended. I got on Kindle and Ingram, just as he
recommended. And now, my book, Zombie Turkeys, will be available for sale October 31st, 2016. My
one small quibble is that some of the links he cites are no longer valid. I cant blame Dan Poynter for
that; he died several years ago.Mailing lists, advance review copies, promotional ideas, etc. All of it
worked for my debut novel, PINS. Updated versions include the usual suggestions for social media,
ebooks, websites, etc.He is considered the guru of selfpublishing for a reason and not just because
he pioneered the genre. This is a concise little tome that most who are intent on following in
Poynters highly successful footsteps will refer to many times over the months years, even that it will
take to reach your target market. Theres a LOT to it. Writing a book hoping the world will beat a
path to your door is unlikely to happen, he asserts, without a great deal of time and attention no
matter how good the book. Throughout, however, he reminds readers to concentrate on what they
do best and what they enjoy doing radio and TV for the outgoing, print for those whod rather write
than speak, for example. He cites sources, explains each step including todo checklists in a sortof
timeline toward the books end even suggests typefaces, page margins and software. A few reviewers



have objected to the many links in the book but, for me, that is one of its strengths. Why pad the
book when the info is already available online free, btw Better for the environment, and better for
book pricing to do it this way PLUS this section covers internet marketing, social networking etc., so
it simply makes sense to use the medium for part of the message.

He covers how to use Amazon to your best advantage, too, btw He does refer to Part 1 quite a bit,
which some readers may not care for, but again, using similar logic to above why repeat content
have a copy of part 1 handy as you read, however I have been following Poynters email lists for many
years, and I promise you he does not need to gouge readers for money by forcing the purchase of
one more book and I doubt he would be interested in doing so. He has always been extremely
generous with information he had to find out the hard and expensive way. He is doing no more and
no less than what he advises his readers to do which he reminds us at several points in the book. I
cant speak for everyone, but I, for one would not want to be WITHOUT this book and the most
recent version of the one before it.I use it with a yellow highlighter because its easy to breeze by a
sentence that has a link that turns out to be invaluable. In my opinion, the 1 star negative reviews
are unwarranted. As for the marketing section. I am a long time successful self employed artist who
has manged to raise a family and pay all my bills for over two decades with just art sales. So I KNOW
when an author or marketing guru is lying about marketing. Dan Poynters advice is spot on. And it
sure cost less than the course I attendedHe spent the last four decades learning how to do it and in
this book he lays it on the line. I have struggled with the promotional side of this for years and Dan
quickly suggests what works and what does not. I wish I had picked it up much sooner. I ran into
him in a United Red Carpet Club at Denver International Airport one day and engaged in a long
conversation. The more he told me, the more I realized what a wealth of knowledge he has about
this. I had won a different book on the topic as a reward for winning a fiction competition and it was
not half as good.

https://www.restorationservice.ca/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628
b0b9627670---Canon-pixma-mp170-printer-manual.pdf

Publishing has changed 180 degrees in the past five years and Dan points out where it is headed
with the varied digital options that are out there. If you are thinking about selfpublishing or sending
queries to agents or publishers, read this first.The book is slim but it is power packed with a lot of
good media contacts and ways to work the system as well as publicize your book. It admittedly is a
carryover from some of his previous work but provides a marvelous number of in depth useful sites
to check out. What I can say is that I have been reading a lot of how to books on self publishing and
selfpromotion and each one is unique and has their own take on the field. I recommend that you buy
as many as you can afford if you are serious about self publishing and self promoting. The market is
changing and knowledge is power. John Wilder author of a soon to be published book on Amazon
Kindle entitled Sex Education For Adults, Secrets To Amazing Sex and Happily Ever After Too
publication date January 10,2013Dan also provides LOADS of information and a newsletter, free of
charge, on his website. If you are looking to selfpublish, do yourself a favor and get this book, and
the others that Dan has published.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I fully
recommend it.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Worthwhile but it really needs a
reedit and an update at this point.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Bien que ce
livre noffre que les informations essentielles et ne remplace pas des ouvrages plus specifiques
commes APE de Guy Kawazaki, le deuxieme volume du SelfPublishing Manual merite detre lu, a la
fois pour la rigueur et labondance des informations quil contient et en tant que complement
numerique au premier volume.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I recommend
buying his first volume as well the red cover.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Groups Discussions Quotes Ask the Author This is not the
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stuff of theory, it is the product of hardearned experience. To see what your friends thought of this
book,Little money, overwhelming competition, and no control. For an author who wants to take back
control of her own destiny, the SelfPublishing Manual is the bible. I used Dan Poynter’s 12th Edition
as my guide in 2000 when I published Cult success, perhaps, but success that gives me pride. At the
time, I even neglected to follow his recommendations for landing reviews a mistake I won’t mak
Little money, overwhelming competition, and no control. At the time, I even neglected to follow his
recommendations for landing reviews a mistake I won’t make with my second book, and yet I’ve still
sold over 1200 copies with about 50 left. The publishing process paid for itself many times over,
although—obviously—not enough to support my lavish lifestyle. This book is empowering. Don’t get
me wrong, selfpublishing isn’t easy, but it does take the power away from literary agents and
publishing companies and puts it in authors’ hands. As I’ve mentioned in my blog, if you are
published by an established company, and your book doesn’t sell strongly off the bat, then it will
likely disappear and never be available again. The SelfPublishing Manual helped me get my novel
out into the world, and I can keep it in print for as long as I desire. Until death do us part, dear book.
Making people aware that your book exists is the biggest challenge, but, with Poynter’s tips, a
selfpublisher can promote a book as well as any small to midsized press can. And, depending on the
audience for your book, possibly even better than a large publisher can. Don’t forget that authors
published by established companies still have to do a tremendous amount of their own publicity.

Just look at all the authors here on Goodreads trying to accrue massive friend lists. Caveat As
Poynter and most writers on selfpublishing note, a significant portion of their advice is relevant only
to nonfiction authors. The audience for fiction is much more diffuse and not as easy to pinpoint as
readers who would be interested in a specific nonfiction topic. For example, Poynter is also an
expert parachutist and has selfpublished numerous books on parachuting. As you can imagine, it’s
much easier to publicize books directly to avid parachutists than it is to find readers interested in,
say, a family of circus freaks. However, even as a fiction author, if you don’t set your sights too
aggressively, then you won’t be disappointed by the SelfPublishing Manual. Poynter provides a
thorough stepbystep guide that includes establishing your publishing company, designing your book,
printing, distribution, tracking expenses and profits, and the “marketing” of your book. I put
marketing in quotes, because it’s not about advertising, it’s about spreading the word primarily
through reviews. Publicity and awareness. At times, this book will feel like a guide to running your
own business. Which it is. If you become a selfpublisher, you will have to be an author and a
business person to do it well. But the rewards can be great. If I have to level any criticism at the
SelfPublishing Manual, it’s the whiff of pyramid scheme. After all, it’s a selfpublished book about
how to selfpublish books. Kind of like how Amway tells you to sign up other people to sell Amway so
you can get a percentage of everything they sell. And Poynter takes his own advice to nonfiction
authors by listing numerous extra documents spinoffs available on his website for a fee. I will grant
that it is helpful to have the most current contacts for reviewer’s lists, printing press lists and so on.
And he offers specialized information beyond the scope of this book such as how to promote books in
certain genres.

But it did leave a mildly bad taste in my mouth having to pay extra for more detail. On the other
hand, this book is a solid 439 pages, and it provides almost everything you need to know to do it
yourself. Too much information can be overwhelming. So I suppose it’s up to the reader to decide if
they want to invest more for a particular report. Overall, these misgivings are minor.Of course, the
movie wouldnt be made without this novel, and there was some backstory that wasnt in the movie
that I enjoyed. But I thought the movie was more interesting, tighter, and more exciting. It wasnt
that I saw the movie before reading the book that pushed me to like the book better. Its just that it
was more fun to have Grigg being an unassuming wealthy man, making it big in hi tech, setting up
his home as a haunted Of course, the movie wouldnt be made without this novel, and there was some
backstory that wasnt in the movie that I enjoyed. Its just that it was more fun to have Grigg being an



unassuming wealthy man, making it big in hi tech, setting up his home as a haunted house for
Northanger Abbey, and putting donut grease in his car. Prudies almost affair with her high school
hottie was more intense in the movie, as well as her mother as a pothead, and her more fractious
marriage with Dean. And I like Bernadettes character more as the svelte, wiggy actress who played
her. The book was helpful in having the plots of each book handy, as well as all those interesting
critiques through the ages that were listed in the back. And, of course, anything about Jane Austen is
okay by me. I read eight chapters of a total of eleven. I skimmed the rest because I just wasnt as
interested in the topics covered in those chapters. The topics I read about was everything from the
idea for a book to actually creating a book and up to promoting said book.

There is so much detail in Dan Poynters guide that I believe it is a musthave resource for writers
that want options to sending in query after query to established publishers who just dont see the va I
read eight chapters of a total of eleven. There is so much detail in Dan Poynters guide that I believe
it is a musthave resource for writers that want options to sending in query after query to established
publishers who just dont see the value of their work. Although I will probably never selfpublish, I
was fascinated by the process as well as reading Poynters portrayal of how the publishing industry
works. It has really helped my understanding of the entire life cycle of a book. As a fledgling
copyeditor, I need that perspective so that I can communicate effectively with authors who live and
breathe their manuscripts and books for much longer periods than I experience with those same
works. All in all, I highly recommend this resource to writers who want to know more about the
options that they have in publishing. Dan Poynter, who wrote it, stays on top of the industry and
sends out a regular newsletter that comes to your inbox. Its one of the most valuable newsletters I
get. Thats one I always open. I have been recommending it for years to anyone remotely interested
in selfpublishing a book. Along with this book I would recommend Steve Scotts book 61 Ways to sell
more kindle books. I went to a seminar at Dans home in Santa Barbara and obtained some wonderful
tools that proved to be helpful in publishing my book All Systems Go. This book is one of the best in
the business. Anyone looking for a quick guide to learning the craft of publishing should read this
book before seeking others. Dan is the publishing guru. Whether you hope to selfpublish, go Print on
Demand, or go with a traditional publisher, you need to read what Dan has to say. The section on
marketing is a mustread for all authors. It really gave me a good look at what I must do to
selfpublish.

It probably helps if you are writing a book. I read an earlier edition 3 years ago and recently finished
this nwe edition. Jam packed with vital information. Dan is a veteran in the industry and so it vitally
important that we have him as a reference. Good book on the topic. Mailing lists, advance review
copies, promotional ideas, etc. Updated versions include the usual suggestions for social media,
ebooks, websites, etc. Forget blogs and online listicles. This book has it all, step by step before,
during, and after you publish your own books. Mailing lists, advance review copies, promotional
ideas, etc. This book has it all, step by step before, during, and after you publish your own books.
You dont do it ALL today. Its another of the books that I am going to have to get at some point for
my reference shelves. Im completely overwhelmed, but I have lots of notes that I can go back to and
more ideas of what I need to do. Still a lot of good info in here, but a lot of stuff is out of date.
Reading this makes me super grateful to be publishing now, not then, though. This book is very
dense with good information.Still a lot of good info in here, but a lot of stuff is out of date. This book
is very dense with good information. Also quote other reviews if you have them. p. 213 To get on a tv
show, find out who the producer is you can call the station where its produced and ask, or look in
directories at the library Today I learned that I didn’t know anything about selfpublishing. Actually, I
never even thought to search for books on selfpublishing because I assumed the technological world
moved so fast, I would be best served by websites. My hunch is that this is still mostly true, but Dan
Poynter’s Self Publishing Manual was published in 2006 and is still insanely useful. For one, it’s a
history lesson in publishing—not intentionally, but w Today I learned that I didn’t know anything



about selfpublishing.

For one, it’s a history lesson in publishing—not intentionally, but when I read about distribution
centers and brick and mortar bookstores, I got a clear glimpse of how much the landscape has
changed in 7 years. Plus, the book was first published in 1979 so I also got a look into what it was
like to selfpublish before the extreme wave of selfpublishing although his list of selfpublishing
authors goes all the way back to Mark Twain. Second, Poynter makes the point over and over that
you should enact all the selfpublishing steps before you outsource so you can learn them. No matter
how much technology changes, it is important to know a business inside and out—not that I’m going
to do all the steps, but I read about them and feel like that’s sufficient. Third, promotional principles
really don’t change. Even thought it’s easier to create a spreadsheet than buy a threering binder, his
suggestions put a creative minded writer into marketing mode. I totally appreciate that. If you’re
considering selfpublishing, it’s a must read. I have a ton of notes, but I’m still deciding if I want to
buy it though. Guy Kawasaki’s APE copyright 2012 is up next. We’ll see which one I like best. Prices,
discounts, terms, collections and returns 7. Promoting your book Making the public aware of your
book without spending for advertising 8. Who will buy your book Markets, Distribution Channels 9.
Advertising your book Using ads smarter and thinking beyond them 10. Fulfillment Moving your
book out the door 11. Coping with being published Or what do I do now. Appendix 1 Your books
calendar Appendix 2 Resources for publishers During the course of reading the book I jotted down a
dozen or more subject notes and I’ll share some of them with you. Poynter talks about reviews,
testimonials and how your web site is at the heart of your promotional campaign. The section on
news releases gives you an example of their format and how to tailor the release to y.
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